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The purpose of this document is to present the cosquare platform and CSQ  
currency to inform potential participants in a token sale issued by cosquare  
AG based in Zug, Switzerland.  
 
Our mission is to make shopping truly social and rewarding for everyone.

cosquare is a globally scalable social marketplace with the potential to transform how 
a generation of social media users shop. Serving consumers, influencers and brands, 
cosquare merges the worlds of blockchain technology, social media and e-commerce  
to create a fun and gamified social shopping experience. 

CSQ, cosquare's own currency, run on the Ethereum public blockchain, is a pure payment 
token and acts as a medium of exchange for products sold on the cosquare social 
marketplace. CSQ thereby fulfils one of the core functions of money as a medium of 
exchange for goods or services. Our vision is to make CSQ the number one currency  
for online shopping.  
 
The cosquare social marketplace is designed to empower people and liberate brands.  
 
Every user is both a potential consumer and influencer with the power to earn CSQ to 
spend on the platform or exchange to fiat and cash out. Every user can influence the 
buying decision of another through their social activity and can discover (new brands, 
influencers and products), share, buy, earn and gift on the platform.

Each user is entirely in control of their own cosquare universe, following only the brands 
and influencers they love. Committed to creating a fully people-driven shopping 
experience, there is no advertising on the marketplace. cosquare will however give users 
the opportunity to opt in to monetise their own data in a transparent way, rewarding them 
with CSQ for data monetised through brands and publishers. 
 
cosquare liberates brands by facilitating them to sell direct-to-consumer, bypassing the 
traditional wholesale distribution model. Coupled with the rise of e-commerce, this has put 
increasing pressure on brands in recent years, leading to bankruptcies amongst some of 
the world’s best-known retail brands.

The platform becomes a brand’s social flagship where direct conversion takes place in a 
social environment, without any adverse impact on user experience.

cosquare seeks to make cryptocurrency payments mainstream. The platform accepts its
CSQ currency and major fiat and cryptocurrencies. This feature enables brands to tap 
into the massive value held in cryptocurrencies, but reduces a brand’s exposure to risk in 
the medium term while cryptocurrencies become a more widespread and accepted means 
of payment. 

cosquare also plans to provide a decentralised influencer agency where brands and 
influencers can connect and engage in smart contracts to market and endorse products. 
The smart contract is agreed directly between the brand and influencer. 

A simple gifting function lets users gift each other the products they love. A user can 
accept or decline a gift, while cosquare protects their data. Users can also send instant 
peer-to-peer transfers of CSQ. 

cosquare will position itself as a premium platform targeting brands and existing social
media users. We will work with highly reputable marketing partners and agencies. A 
marketing plan for cosquare has already been developed by Starworks Group (SWG), the 
fashion and beauty agency of VICE.  

Committed to putting users first, cosquare and its CSQ currency will create a  
richer shopping ecosystem for all stakeholders.
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Rise of e-commerce, m-commerce and 
declining brick and mortar 

e-commerce has transformed how people shop and is fast becoming the preferred 
shopping method for many, especially in the major consumer markets. Over the past 
decade global e-commerce has been expanding at an average rate of 20%, and retail 
e-commerce sales are projected to hit 4.8 trillion U.S. dollars by 2021 [1][2]. There were 1.66 
billion digital buyers worldwide in 2017 and this is projected to reach 2.14 billion by 2021 [3].

The share of e-commerce in the total retail trade worldwide in 2017 remains modest at 
10.1%, indicating strong potential growth in the medium to long term [4].  

Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2021 (in billion U.S. dollars) | Source: Statista 2018

 

Widespread penetration of mobile and smartphones has facilitated a rise in m-commerce 
and this is becoming increasingly dominant in online sales. According to eMarketer 
estimates, the mobile share of retail e-commerce sales stood at 58.9% in 2017. In 2021, 
m-commerce could make up almost three quarters (72.9%) of all e-commerce sales [5]. 
 
At the same time as this rise in e-commerce, a 'retail apocalypse' has been taking shape 
worldwide with a high number of well-known department stores (e.g. Macy’s and Sears 
in the US) and brick and mortar stores closing since 2010. As mall traffic slows and 
certain e-tailers become more dominant, the traditional wholesale distribution model (see 

section 3.4.1) is fast becoming unsustainable and many brands are struggling to keep up. 
Established apparel brands such as J Crew, American Apparel, Abercrombie and Fitch, 
Guess and Claire’s find themselves in serious trouble, an unlikely prospect just a few years 
ago. According to Moody's Investors Service, retail defaults hit an all-time high in the first 
quarter of this year, soaring past last year's records [6].

The retail landscape is changing and with the number one ranked online seller, Amazon, 
growing faster than the rate of e-commerce itself, brands must now rethink their online 
strategies to compete and survive.  

Mainstream adoption of blockchain & 
cryptocurrency payments  

At the end of May 2018, cryptocurrencies represented around $330 billion in terms of 
market value [7]. A World Economic Forum survey projects that 10% of global GDP will 
be stored on blockchain by 2027 [8]. Cryptocurrencies represent a new form of money: 
privately issued, digital and enabling peer-to-peer transactions. Cryptocurrencies are 
becoming more recognised amongst the wider population and are slowly stepping into 
the mainstream but there is still some distance to go before they become subject to 
widespread use. Money is a social convention that facilitates trade when there is a lack of 
a double coincidence of wants, by solving the problem of a lack of trust in exchanges [7]. It 

2.2 

2.1 
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serves as a common measure of value for goods and services traded in an economy; and 
as a medium of exchange, as an item accepted for the payment of goods and services. 
There is a need for a platform which facilitates cryptocurrencies as a medium of exchange 
for goods and services. 

For now, credit cards remain the online shoppers' preferred payment method worldwide, 
but cryptocurrencies reached 3% usage in 2017 [9]. This growth is anticipated to increase. 
Research conducted in July and August 2017 showed that 11.4% of consumers are 
expecting to use cryptocurrencies to conduct future payments and transactions [10]. 

Preferred payment methods of online shoppers worldwide | Source: Statista 2017

 

 
 
 

 

Social media & 
influencer marketing  

Social networking is one of the most popular online activities as the number of social media 
users worldwide continues to grow. In 2017, 71% of internet users were social media users. 
The number of social media users is projected to reach 3.02 billion by 2021 and expanding 
mobile and smartphone penetration will fuel growth [12].   
 
Number of social media users worldwide from 2010 to 2021 (in billions) | Source: Statista 2018

With this, the popularity of Instagram in particular has led to the phenomenon of 
influencers, both celebrity and online, who generate an organic following related to their 
identity, lifestyle, field of interest, etc. 

Brands have increasingly turned towards influencer marketing, using popular influencers to 
convey their message to their target audience. Micro-influencers (influencers with between 
10,000 and 100,000 followers) have become a more important resource for brands seeking 

2.3 
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to reach specific geographic or interest group targets. Influencer marketing is native 
advertising which adds a peer-reviewed authenticity to a product or brand. A study by 
McKinsey found that marketing-induced consumer-to-consumer word of mouth generates 
more than twice the sales of paid advertising. Millennials and Generation Z are wary of 
paid advertising, shying away from anything with an overt marketing feel [13]. According to 
a Nielsen report, 84% of consumers will take action based on the opinion of others [14]. 

Some 78% of brands implemented influencer marketing campaigns in 2017, up from 65% 
the previous year, according to a survey of 600 fashion industry professionals in Europe 
and the US by the data analytics provider Launchmetrics. Brands raised their budgets for 
influencer campaigns by between 3% and 6% last year — $2 billion was spent on influencer 
marketing overall, with fashion and beauty accounting for at least 40% — with product 
launches and events the most popular uses for the marketing tactic. Nearly half said they 
preferred to work with micro-influencers rather than mega-influencers with hundreds of 
thousands or even millions of followers. Though micro-influencers reach fewer people, 
their audiences are more likely to buy the products they endorse, making them ideal for 
reaching niche markets [15].

Despite this, not all influencers receive financial compensation for what they do and are 
often paid in kind with brand products or other benefits. 

Direct-to-consumer 
With the growth in the global e-commerce market and a fall in offline retail, the direct-to-
consumer model has become an increasingly important retail channel. More and more 
brands are recalibrating their strategies in favour of a direct-to-consumer model where 
they sell directly to customers via their webstore or offline presence, avoiding intermediary 
agents and the traditional wholesale distribution model.

A number of companies have seen success from early adaption to direct-to-consumer 
strategies. In June 2017, Nike Inc. announced its Consumer Direct Offense, a new company 
alignment that allows Nike to better serve the consumer personally, at scale. Leveraging 
the power of digital, Nike will drive growth by deepening one-to-one connections [17]. 
Nike’s 2018 annual report shows that direct-to-consumer growth outpaced wholesale in all 
markets last year [17].

Nike said in October that it expected online sales — both owned and through partners 
including Amazon, Alibaba’s Tmall in China and Zalando in Europe — would increase from 
about 15% of its sales to upwards of 30% over the next five years [18].

Recent years have seen the incredible rise and disruptive success of digital native brands, 
such as Warby Parker and brands driven by celebrity influencers like Cristiano Ronaldo’s 
CR7 or Kylie Jenner’s Kylie Cosmetics.  

Transparency 

The recent Cambridge Analytica/ Facebook scandal has brought attention to the use of 
data collected by online companies. Internet users are aware that giants like Google and 
Facebook collect their data in return for use of the service free of charge. This data is used 
to give consumers a more customised web experience. But consumers and regulators are 
now calling for more transparency around the use of data collected online. 

According to a study by Columbia business school, 80% of customers would voluntarily 
reveal data about themselves in exchange for better product recommendations or rewards 
points [19] [20]. 

Raising transparency on how data is used in the online advertising ecosystem is key to 
gaining consumers approval and trust.

2.4 

2.5
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The cosquare Solution3.
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Mission & Vision 

Mission 
cosquare's mission is to make shopping truly social and rewarding for everyone.

Vision 
Our global social marketplace will make CSQ the number one currency for online shopping.

Global Social Marketplace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

cosquare seamlessly merges the worlds of e-commerce and social media into a globally 
scalable social marketplace with its own blockchain powered currency. 

cosquare transforms how brands and people (consumers and influencers) interact to 
redefine online shopping. The social marketplace (alternatively referred to hereinafter 
as a 'platform') enables consumers and influencers to purchase products with cosquare's 
currency (CSQ) and earn rewards, receive purchase paybacks and monetise their own 
data. The closed-loop ecosystem facilitates brands to sell direct-to-consumer and benefit 
from direct conversion within a social environment, i.e. purchasing takes place within the 
marketplace, helping brands turn clicks and likes into buys. 

At cosquare, every user is considered both a potential consumer and an influencer and can 
engage in the following activities: 

Discover
cosquare enables users to discover and connect with new influencers and brands. Anybody 
can search, follow and message other influencers, making online shopping truly social. 

Share
Influencers can share their favourite products via their social activity and impact the 
buying decisions of others on cosquare.  

3.1 

3.2

e-commerce

Social
Network

Consumer/ 
Influencer
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Buy  
Users can follow their favourite brands to see products available for purchase or buy 
products recommended by other influencers. The shopping cart function, an integrated 
payment system for CSQ, and acceptance of all major fiat and cryptocurrencies guarantee 
a quick and hassle-free purchasing experience.  

Earn 
cosquare empowers any user to earn CSQ for influencing the buying decision of another 
cosquare user through their social activity. Users also earn for loyalty and monetising data 
generated by social activity and/or purchasing behaviour. cosquare enables influencers to 
either exchange and cash out or spend their CSQ earnings directly at the marketplace.  

Gift 
cosquare's gift functionality is a key function of the platform, enabling any user to gift 
another with the products they 'love'. The recipient can choose to accept or decline a 
gift and enter their data which cosquare protects. Users can also make peer-to-peer gift 
transfers of cosquare's CSQ. 

Sections 3.4 and 3.5 outline in more detail the benefits of the cosquare ecosystem for its 
key stakeholders: consumers, influencers and brands. 

CSQ token 
 

 

 
 
 
CSQ, run on the Ethereum blockchain, is the currency of the cosquare social marketplace. 

As outlined in Section 2.2, currencies draw their value from the common knowledge that they 
are accepted as money i.e. a medium of exchange for goods and services. The cosquare 
platform and CSQ work in synergy, enabling CSQ to be exchanged for products for sale on 
cosquare. 

The CSQ acts as a transfer of value in two functions. Firstly, as a payment token CSQ 
enables consumers to purchase products from brands on the platform. Secondly, CSQ is 
used to reward influencers and consumers for their social activity and loyalty on cosquare. 

3.3 
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 Liberating brands 
cosquare enables brands - young and established alike - to optimise their profits by 
benefitting from the cosquare ecosystem, liberating them from some of the constraints of 
today’s retail and social media landscapes. 

Facilitating direct-to-consumer sales
cosquare facilitates brands to sell direct-to-consumer, avoiding the traditional system of 
wholesale distribution. 

Under the wholesale distribution model, a product passes from a brand via intermediary 
agents (distributors, re/e-tailers) before reaching the end consumer at an inflated retail 
price. 

cosquare replaces intermediary agents, facilitating brands to sell direct-to-consumer via 
their existing online stores, for a flat commission at a fraction of the cost of engaging in 
the traditional wholesale sales structure. 

Wholesale Model:

 

cosquare Model:

 

The cosquare marketplace mirrors the product catalogue of a brand’s existing online store. 
When a consumer purchases a product on cosquare, the order is processed through the 
brand’s store.

As a facilitating platform, cosquare does not hold any inventory or engage in any logistics 
or e-fulfilment services on behalf of a brand. Brands are directly responsible for all 
shipments and returns. 

Direct conversion & measurable ROI 

Today’s leading social media platforms do not have direct conversion available within their 
ecosystems. Some have made attempts to render brand content shoppable by introducing 
features like buy buttons or product tags, but these add-ons tend to adversely impact user 
experience. For example, users are either redirected to a brand site or a user is restricted 
to purchasing from a single brand at a time.   

cosquare offers direct conversion in a social environment, enabling consumers to complete 
purchases without leaving the cosquare ecosystem. Consumers can also shop multiple 
products from multiple brands in a single transaction and benefit from the advantages of 
participating in the cosquare reward system. 

3.4

3.4.1 

3.4.2 

Brand

Brand

Consumer

Consumer

Agent
Ditributor

Retailer/ 
e-tailer
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A further benefit to brands will be the accuracy and measurability of their marketing Return 
on Investment (ROI) on cosquare comparable to other social media platforms.  

Accept cryptocurrency payments 

The cosquare payment system accepts cosquare's CSQ currency, as well as major fiat and 
cryptocurrencies. cosquare encourages payment transactions through its CSQ currency, 
offering the highest payback reward to consumers for these transactions. Payments 
made in cryptocurrencies earn a higher payback reward than fiat payments. cosquare 
incentivises payments made through CSQ and cryptocurrencies to help bring them into the 
mainstream. 

CSQ or cryptocurrency payments made to purchase products from brands on cosquare 
are exchanged and processed in fiat currency. All payments to brands are therefore 
processed in fiat currency. Payments made through CSQ or cryptocurrency are more cost 
effective for brands as exchange fees tend to be lower than tradition payment service 
provider fees. 

Brands therefore benefit from accepting CSQ and cryptocurrencies in a safe environment, 
limiting their exposure to risk and regulatory challenges while crypto payments become a 
more widely accepted and mainstream means of payment for goods and services. 

Direct engagement with social following 

cosquare provides brands with a forum to directly engage and interact with influencers 
and consumers online. Brands can engage with their social following to market products 
and consumer social data will help them better understand their consumer base. 

Empowering people 
cosquare's objective is to provide people with a transparent, empowering and rewarding 
system of online shopping. 

Earn on influence 

A cornerstone of the cosquare platform is that every user is an influencer with the power 
to influence the buying decision of another and earn. Influencers can harness the power of 
their influence in two ways: 

Influencer incentive model 

When an influencer’s social activity results in a purchase transaction, that influencer earns 
a percentage of the sale amount. For example, Influencer A may share a product that they 
like. If Influencer B clicks the product and purchases it, Influencer A earns a percentage 
over the successful transaction. 

Influencer marketing campaigns
 
An influencer can engage directly with brands through smart contracts to market products 
to their social following (see Section 3.6 below). 

The reward to influencers is always paid in cosquare's CSQ currency. Influencers can spend 
the reward on the platform or exchange it into fiat currency and cash out from the platform.  

3.4.3 

3.4.4

3.5

3.5.1
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Loyalty payback rewards 

cosquare offers payback rewards to consumers for their loyalty in making purchases from 
brands on cosquare. All rewards to consumers are made in the CSQ currency. The payback 
rewards are distributed according to payment method used with a tiered reward offered 
for payments made through CSQ, cryptocurrencies, then fiat currency. 

Users monetise their own data  

As cosquare grows and its data becomes more valuable, cosquare influencers will have the 
option to participate in monetising their own data in a transparent way. cosquare will pass 
the revenue generated through publishers back to the influencers using an algorithm to 
reward the most socially active influencers. 

No advertising 
 
There is no advertising displayed within the cosquare marketplace. cosquare is committed 
to creating a shopping universe entirely driven by the people using the platform. Users are 
fully in control of their experience on cosquare, following only the brands and influencers 
they love. 

cosquare simplifies online shopping by enabling purchases from multiple brands and 
offering a single universal reward system in one place. 

Decentralised influencer agency 

As outlined in section 2.3 above, the increasing popularity of social media platforms has 
given rise to the burgeoning influencer marketing sector. Celebrity influencers and micro-
influencers (influential social media users with between 10,000 to 100,000 followers) are 
paid or rewarded by brands to promote and endorse their products towards their followers 
on social media. 

cosquare's influencer agency portal connects brands and influencers through mutually 
agreed smart contracts to promote certain products. Brands can search influencers on the 
basis of gender, physical attributes, geographic location, etc. to endorse certain products. 
An influencer can then earn x% per successful transaction agreed between the brand and 
influencer and codified in the smart contract. 

Transparency 
 
Regulators, such as the US Federal Trade Commission, have issued guidelines and 
warnings to celebrity influencers to declare when they are engaging in paid product 
endorsements. cosquare provides an open and transparent platform for influencers and 
consumers. cosquare utilises smart contracts for influencers to connect with brands to 
promote selected products and earn from successful influenced transactions. 

cosquare is further committed to engaging in an open and transparent relationship with its 
users, particularly around data use.

Revenue Model 
 

Transaction based
cosquare currently proposes charging brands a flat commission of 8% on successful 
transactions, excluding the Payment Service Provider (PSP) or cryptocurrency exchange 
fee. If a transaction is the result of influencer social activity, 2% of this flat commission 

3.5.2

3.5.3

3.5.4

3.6

3.7

3.8
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is automatically funnelled back into the influencer incentive model (see 3.5.1). Consumers 
on the platform also receive a payback reward in CSQ from the 8% commission. The 
payback size is tiered depending on the currency used to complete the transaction and 
cosquare currently proposes the following payback rewards: CSQ currency 3%, major 
cryptocurrencies 2% or fiat 1%. cosquare currently expects to earn revenue of between  
3% to 7% per successful transaction.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
Note: Figures cited above may be subject to change in the future. 
 

Reward Model: CSQ use cases  

Direct purchase rewards 

consumers are rewarded in the CSQ currency whenever they make a purchase. The  
reward amount depends on: 

● Total purchase price
● Payment method used

 

 
Influenced purchase rewards
 
An influencer receives a CSQ currency reward when they influence the buying  
decision of another through their social activity. The reward size is a function of the  
total purchase price. 

3.9

8%  
FLAT  
COMMISSION

Brand

3–7% depending 
on transaction 
type. Revenues 
fund continuous 

development and 
growth.

2%  
in CSQ  

Loyalty reward in CSQ  
depending on  

payment method: 
3% for CSQ

2% for cryptocurrency
1% for fiat

Influencer Consumer

+ Influencer Agency Portal

92% in FIAT  
(exc. payment 

fees)
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Data monetisation rewards  

Users who opt in to allow cosquare monetise their data through brands and publishers 
will be rewarded the CSQ currency. An algorithm will evaluate the user reward based on 
contribution to the cosquare community through social activity.
 
Users can be rewarded CSQ currency for sharing personal data (profile details and 
purchase preferences). The CSQ currency reward amount depends on: 

● How active the user is 
● Time spent on the platform

Gifting
 
Peer-to-peer transfers of CSQ enable a user to gift another user CSQ to spend  
on cosquare. 
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The platform 

How it works for users 

 

 

How it works for brands

3.10

3.10.1

3.10.2

Influencers share, love, 
gift and review content 

to followers  

Influencers earn CSQ for 
influencing others to buy, 

consumers earn CSQ  
for buying!

Consumers purchase 
products from 

brands through CSQ, 
cryptocurrencies or fiat

A brand connects its 
existing webstore to the 
cosquare platform APIs  

and connectors

Build a social following 
and engage directly to  

market products

When a purchase is 
made on cosquare a 

brand fulfils and ships 
the order 

Share 

Onboard

Buy

Build

Earn

Sell
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Blockchain enabled wallets  
When a new user joins cosquare, they automatically create a personal blockchain enabled 
wallet. This digital wallet stores the user’s CSQ currency, earned through their social or 
purchasing activity or purchased during this ICO. Users can use the CSQ currency to 
purchase products from brands on the platform. They can also perform instant and secure 
peer-to-peer transfers to other users' wallets within the cosquare environment. Users can 
exchange and cash out their CSQ from their wallets in fiat currency equivalent.

Despite the transparency of the blockchain, cosquare uses a system of pseudonymous 
wallets to protect user privacy, allowing only the user see their own transactions. 

Web, iOS & Android 

cosquare will be available on iOS and Android for download from the App Store and 
Google Play. It will be accessible on multiple platforms including web, web mobile and
 app mobile. 

Design  

cosquare's user interface design combines form and function for great usability. The simple 
user flows, clear visuals and clean lines create a seamless interaction. Easy navigation and 
a simplified colour scheme with generous whitespace go towards improving the overall 
user experience.

The user interface will be similar across all platforms as per the below examples:

Web | iOS | Android 

 

3.10.3

3.10.4

3.10.5
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User Flow 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

3.10.6

1. 
Brands integrate with the
cosquare platform and share
their product catalogue through
the integration platform. The
products are stored in a high-
performance database.

2.
Influencer already on
cosquare browses the 
catalogue and shares the
products they love through
existing social media platforms.

3.
New user (consumer/ influencer)
clicks on the shared product, 
(automatically) installs the 
cosquare app and sees the 
product in the cosquare app. 

4.
User buys the product.

5.
User makes payment for the 
product via CSQ, crypto
or fiat currency.

6.
For CSQ payments,
the tokens will be transferred
from the user's CSQ wallet
to an intermediate CSQ wallet.
The payment is then exchanged 
to fiat. 

7. 
As the influencer is
responsible for triggering  
the purchase, a percentage of 
the product value in CSQ will  
be transferred to their CSQ-
wallet.

8.
The order is communicated to 
the brand selling the product.

9.
The brand ships the product to
the user. 

10.
Users can exchange their CSQ 
for fiat currency to cash out. 

11.
A brand portal enables brands 
to manage their
information on cosquare,
access data (explicitly shared)
and start campaigns. 
 
 
 
 

12.
The user who bought the
product on cosquare
will navigate the social 
marketplace, start following 
brands and influencers, start
loving products and engage in 
social activity on cosquare. The 
new user is both a consumer 
and influencer.
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APIs & Connectors 
 
cosquare has developed an Application Programming Interface (API) plug-in that works 
across third party connectors to seamlessly connect brands existing webstores to the 
cosquare platform as shown below:

Brand webstore > Third Party Connectors + cosquare API > cosquare marketplace

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cosquare will be enabled to connect to the leading e-commerce platforms. 

Payment Gateway
cosquare's payment gateway is capable of processing payments through cosquare's CSQ 
currency, major cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies. The payment gateway accepts a 
variety of electronic payment methods and processes all payments and fees by integrating 
different solutions on the cosquare platform. 

For CSQ currency payments, blockchain enabled wallets allow for simple, fast payments 
for purchases or peer-to-peer transfers. When a purchase is made in CSQ currency, 
cosquare exchanges the CSQ currency on purchase and processes the payment to brands 
in fiat currency. Any returns are processed in fiat currency. 

For cryptocurrencies, cosquare will integrate a cryptocurrency exchange to accept 
payments from major cryptocurrencies. Such a service enables brands to accept 
cryptocurrency payments without risk in the cosquare environment.

Exchange 

When the ICO has been finalised, cosquare will actively work to be listed and integrated 
onto one of the major cryptocurrency exchange platforms. 

3.11

3.12

3.13
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Payment Process
The flow chart below outlines the process involved in making a payment on cosquare:

3.14
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Loyalty Programme3.14.1
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Marketing Position  
and Strategy

4.
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Targets 
cosquare's position in the market will be a function of its two target stakeholders: 
brands and people (influencers and consumers)
 

Brands
 
During phase one growth cosquare will mainly target fashion and apparel brands with a 
significant existing social media following. As the platform grows, cosquare will target a 
broader range of brands and different product segments, as well as services. 

People
 
At cosquare, every user has the potential to be both an influencer and a consumer. 
cosquare's target user demographic is social media users i.e. people habituated to 
looking towards social media for inspiration and guidance in making lifestyle and shopping 
decisions. cosquare will therefore target a demographic which it defines as 'Generation 
Social Media'.  

Position
 
cosquare will position itself as a premium platform working with top tier partners for launch. 

cosquare plans to achieve a high growth in user base by securing the right brands, 
influencers, technology and media partners to curate credibility, engage target 
consumers, and unlock commercial potential using a two-phase approach.

Phase I: Incubate 
 
Create and harness attention by focussing on high influence audiences in high influence 
markets.

Phase II: Accelerate 
 
Scale and monetise attention by engaging broader audiences to accelerate commercial 
opportunities.

4.1

4.2
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SWG|VICE marketing strategy 

VICE’s fashion and beauty marketing agency, Starworks Group (SWG), has already 
developed a marketing plan for the cosquare social marketplace. Harnessing their vast 
knowledge of consumers and brands in the fashion, media and marketing industry, SWG's 
plan could unlock the potential for specific targeting of consumers to achieve a high 
growth in user base. 

In a transformed consumer landscape, SWG Fashion & Beauty Group drives performance 
through disruptive talent, content and media strategies. The cosquare marketing plan is 
built around the four drivers outlined below:

 
Sample go-to-market strategy
 
See below an outline of some elements included in the SWG go-to-market strategy: 

Regionally influential individual/  
Micro-influencer acquisition 

Globally influential celebrities will be contracted to promote cosquare. To further extend 
awareness, cosquare can partner with regionally influential individuals and micro-
influencers to target and engage various subcultures. This programmatic influencer 
marketing process happens through manual agency services and through automated social 
contracting. These spends allow cosquare to circumnavigate the high cost per impressions 
(CPMs) of advertising on competitor social platforms and advertising loss through ad 
blockers, by direct marketing on influencer channels that consumers trust. A higher quality 
interaction equals a higher anticipated conversion rate and platform download. 

4.3

4.4

4.4.1
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Note: Influencers or Agency required to create a cosquare account and become an active 
user before cross promoting across external social platforms.

Media & Editorial 

Media partnerships and strategic editorial amplify the influencer-led approach by 
publishing professionally developed content on digital platforms. Public relations and 
communications teams pitch strategic stories across fashion, technology, lifestyle, 
business and news channels to extend awareness of cosquare. This two-part approach to 
media maximises impressions and reach to global, regional and local audiences.

4.4.2

Post #1
Talent posts photo of 
themselves with the 
cosquare logo, 
announcing their 
ambassadorship and 
the app’s release 
(Instagram)

Post #2
Talent posts 
themselves wearing 
outfit they purchased 
via app (Instagram)

Post #3
Talent posts photo of 
themselves using app 
+ install link (Twitter)

Post #4
Talent posts photo of 
themselves using app
+ install link 
(Facebook)

Post #5
Talent posts video of 
themselves wearing 
outfit from app 
(Snapchat or 
Instagram Story)

Post #6
Talent posts video of 
themselves endorsing 
app (Instagram)

Post #7
Talent directs 
audience to cosquare 
Instagram page 
(Instagram)
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Potential media partnerships & strategic editorial list: 
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Roadmap5.
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Q4 2017 

Perpetual THC AG is founded in St. Gallen, 
Switzerland, and acquires the intellectual 
property rights of a social marketplace 
from cosquare holding B.V., cosquare 
technology B.V. and cosquare B.V.

 
Q2 2018

Founders of cosquare join Perpetual THC 
AG. Conceptualisation of token economy 
and smart contracting. Delivery of platform 
prototype and development  
of White Paper.

 
Q4 2018

ICO token sale begins and sales team 
begin onboarding brands.

 
Q2 2019

Launch MVP (web, iOS and Android) 
and sign 100+ brands. Enable CSQ and 
cryptocurrency purchases, gifting, direct 
messaging and tracked sharing.

 
Q4 2019

Dynamic media delivery and expanded  
product offering capability.

 
Q2 2020

Roll out payment solution 
for CSQ at brands’ offline stores.

 
Q1 2018

Ideation of blockchain application 
with own currency for payment 

and reward system.

 
Q3 2018

cosquare AG founded in Zug, 
Switzerland. Pre-ICO token sale 

begins. Integrate blockchain 
application layer with social 

marketplace.

 
Q1 2019

ICO token sale ends. Integrate 
exchanges. Roll out go-to-market 

strategy to attract brands  
and influencers.

 
Q3 2019

Introduce decentralised influencer 
agency portal. Enable users to opt 

in to monetise their own data.

 
Q1 2020

Expand online offering to include 
services and experiences.
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Token Sale and Use6.
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Overview
 
The CSQ is an ERC-20 token run on the Ethereum public blockchain. Under Swiss Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) guidelines, the CSQ token constitutes a pure 
payment token on the cosquare social marketplace. Individuals buying tokens will be 
required to complete know your customer and anti-money laundering (KYC/ AML) checks 
in order to set their cosquare dashboard account and purchase tokens. Tokens are 
purchased through smart contracts on the Ethereum network. 

Potential contributors will only be allowed to participate in the offering and/or make 
commitments once they have conducted a KYC/ AML procedure. The contributors ID card/ 
passport will be identified and verified. The process includes the following steps:

The user will sign up to the cosquare dashboard by creating an account 
and providing their name, date of birth, email address, nationality and 
country. If users from an excluded country try to make an account at this 
stage, they will be rejected. 

Once an account has been successfully created, the user can login to 
the cosquare dashboard.  

The user will now be required to complete the KYC/ AML check: 

User will be required to upload a photo of their ID (passport or 
identity card); 
User will be required to upload a proof of address (such as a utility 
bill) which has their full name, address and is no older than 3 months; 
User will be required to upload a selfie in which they are holding their 
ID document.

 
The KYC/ AML provider will verify the uploaded documents and approve or 
decline the user. 

If the user has been KYC/ AML approved, they will then be able to continue 
to purchase cosquare tokens.

See below the parameters of the CSQ token sale:

Token symbol CSQ

Token standard ERC-20

Token supply (fully minted) CSQ 100,000,000,000

Tokens offered in crowdsale CSQ 65,000,000,000

Hard cap CSQ 65,000,000,000

Token price CHF 0.00020 for pre-ICO 
CHF 0.00040 for ICO

Minimum contribution CHF 100 for pre-ICO | CHF 100 for ICO

Date of issue Real-time

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

b. 

c.

6.1
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Issuing form CSQ will be issued in uncertified form as 
tokens on the the Ethereum blockchain 
which represents a contract between 
cosquare and the contributor. CSQ will 
be immediately upon their issuance 
released as digital tokens to be exclusively 
registered and transferred on the 
Ethereum blockchain.

Blockchain used Ethereum

Token type Payment

Unsold tokens Any unsold tokens will be added to  
platform reserve

Accepted currency ETH, BTC

Investor exclusions Algeria, Bangladesh, Bolivia, China,  
Cuba, Ecuador, Iran, Macedonia, Malaysia, 
Morocco, Nepal, North Korea, Pakistan, 
Syria, United States of America.

Phase I: Pre-ICO
 
This phase permits close collaborators and early adopters to obtain CSQ tokens at a 
discounted rate. Accessing CSQ tokens during the pre-ICO phase will ensure distribution of 
CSQ among long-term supporters and influencers of the cosquare marketplace. 

Token pre-ICO starts 15 September 2018

Pre-ICO ends 14 November 2018

Pre-ICO price CHF 0.00020 (50% discount)

Tokens available CSQ 25,000,000,000

Phase II: ICO
 
This phase is available to the broader cryptocurrency community and general public.

ICO starts 15 November 2018

ICO ends 14 February 2019

ICO price CHF 0.00040

Tokens available CSQ 40,000,000,000 (+ any surplus tokens 
from pre-sale phase) 

If the campaign does not successfully achieve the hard cap, all unsold tokens will be added 
to the platform reserve. 

Bonuses
 
The Pre-ICO phase entitles contributors to a 50% discount of the per CSQ value offered 
during the ICO phase. 
 
The following bonuses apply during ICO phase: 

 

6.2

6.3

6.4
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Volume Bonus: 

Min. CSQ 400,000,000 + 20% bonus tokens

 
Bonus for adding a lock-up period: 

18 months + 30% bonus tokens

12 months + 20% bonus tokens

6 months + 10% bonus tokens

No lock-up period + 0% bonus tokens

The lock-up period will start on the date the ICO ends. The lock-up bonus amount is 
calculated based on the CSQ purchased (volume bonus CSQ are not included). The lock-up 
period is applied to full CSQ amount (including all bonus tokens).

Token Distribution

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Token Sale: The majority of CSQ tokens are designated for sale to the public enabling 
individuals to acquire CSQ tokens for use as a payment token on the cosquare 
marketplace. 
 
Platform Reserve: A proportion of CSQ tokens will be held in the cosquare platform reserve 
to reward consumers and influencers using the platform. The platform reserve may also 
serve strategically to develop and expand the platform. 

Strategic Reserve: A reserve is held for strategic partners and bounty providers to further 
the interests and development of cosquare.  

Long Term Incentives Team: A long term incentive is reserved for the team, ambassadors 
and advisors. Individuals will not be able to access 60% of allocated tokens until 2 years 
after the ICO launch. Thereafter no further limitations apply.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.5

65% Token Sale

15% Platform Reserve

15% Long Term Incentives Team

5% Strategic Reserve
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Structure

cosquare AG, headquartered at Bundesplatz 14, 6300 Zug, Switzerland, will govern the 
issuance and sale of CSQ tokens. 

Two other companies relating to cosquare AG:  
 
Perpetual THC AG, Poststrasse 17, 9001 St. Gallen, Switzerland. Perpetual THC AG holds the 
intellectual property relating to the cosquare platform.

Perpetual THC B.V., Herengracht 493, 1017 BT, Amsterdam, Netherlands. Perpetual 
THC B.V. acts as an operating company for cosquare. Operations include technical 
development, sales and other functions. 

Swiss Governance & Jurisdiction 
 
cosquare AG, conducting this ICO issuance of CSQ for use as payment tokens on the 
cosquare platform, falls under the jurisdiction of Switzerland and fully complies with the 
guidelines of FINMA (Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority). Moreover, cosquare AG 
is submitting an application to FINMA for a so called no-action letter which describes the 
request, analyses the particular facts and circumstances involved, discusses applicable 
laws and rules, and, if FINMA grants the request for no action, concludes that it would not 
take enforcement action against the requester. 

Switzerland is amongst others best known for its legal certainty.  

6.7

Perpetual THC AG 
(HoldCo CH)

cosquare AG
(RevCo /ICO CH)

Perpetual THC B.V. 
(OpCo NL)

6.6
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No prospectus or offer to invest in or purchase  
a security or financial instrument 

The CSQ is designed as a pure payment token 
(cryptocurrency) and does therefore, according to their 
structure, not constitute a security or financial instrument. 
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute 
a prospectus or offer document for securities or financial 
instruments of any kind in any jurisdiction nor does it in any 
way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy 
any securities in any jurisdiction. 

This White Paper is for project description and 
informational, illustration and discussion purposes only and 
does in no way provide an offer to sell or a solicitation of 
any offer to buy neither the planned CSQs nor any security 
or other financial instrument. Furthermore, this White Paper 
does not constitute an investment recommendation to 
acquire CSQs or for the disinvestment of other securities, 
financial instruments or other assets. 

Establishment of a legal relationship solely on the  
basis of individual agreements 

This White Paper does not imply any elements of a 
contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper 
is not binding for cosquare AG (hereinafter the Company) 
or related companies and is subject to change in line with 
the ongoing research and development of the cosquare 
Platform. Any legal relationship between a token purchaser 
of the planned CSQ and the Company is not established 
by this document but solely based on separate individual 
agreements and conditions, in which the rights and 
obligations of a token purchaser and the Company are 
ruled. In case of any ambiguities or contradictions the 
regulations of the individual agreement take precedence 
over the information contained in this White Paper. 

Excluded Token Purchasers

This White Paper and the CSQ token sale (including any pre-
sales) is in particular not directed at persons with registered 
residence or office, habitual residence or tax residence 
in countries or initiate the acquisition of CSQ tokens from 
or through countries in which the sale or purchase of 
tokens and cryptocurrencies is prohibited or subject to 
certain conditions, such as official approval, which have 
been classified as high-risk countries and countries under 
observation with regard to money laundering and terrorist 
financing by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), or 
against which embargoes or sanctions have been imposed, 
in particular by the United States of America or the 
European Union (hereinafter 'Excluded Third Parties'). These 
countries include, in particular, Algeria, Bangladesh, Bolivia,  
Cuba, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Ecuador, 
Iran, Macedonia, Malaysia, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, the 
People’s Republic of China, Syria and the United States of 
America (hereinafter 'Excluded Countries'). 

There are restrictions for citizens of the United States of 
America. Citizens of the United States of America may 
only participate in a token sale if they provide evidence 
that they fulfil the requirements of an Accredited Private 
Token Purchaser according to Rule 501 of Regulation D, 
issued under the Securities Act of 1933. For the evidence 
it is sufficient to provide within the KYC process the form 
'Accredited Token Purchaser Certification' truthfully 
completed, signed and having confirmed the provided 
information by the own tax advisor. 

Further information on Accredited Private Token Purchaser 
are available under the following link: https://www.sec.gov/
files/ib_accreditedToken Purchasers.pdf. 

If it turns out during the KYC process that an interested 
participant cannot successfully complete the KYC process 
because of previously misrepresented information or 
because of their citizenship or other inconsistencies, the 
participation in the token sale will be refused. In case of 
refusal, payments of the contribution sum made will be 
refunded, whereby the refused participant has to bear the 
costs of the cancellation in full. 

This White Paper must not be completely or partially 
reproduced, copied, published, or saved in an information 
system regardless whichever way and by which means and 
not distributed to third parties. This White Paper must not 
be completely or partially distributed to Excluded Parties 
whichever way and by which means.
 
No representation or warranty as to the  
information contained in this White Paper 

The information contained in this White Paper is for general 
understanding purposes only. This White Paper is for 
discussion and presentation purposes only. The Company 
endeavors to keep the information contained in this White 
Paper up-to-date and correct, however, the Company has 
no obligation to update or keep current any information or 
projections contained in this White Paper. The Company 
does not make any representation or warranty of any kind 
as to the accuracy, completeness, reliability, suitability 
or availability of the information contained and the 
conclusions reached in this White Paper. 

High risk of loss 

The purchase of CSQs involves considerable risks. 
Therefore, a token purchaser should not invest a 
substantial part of its assets for the purchase of CSQs 
and should be economically able to cope with a total 
loss of the investment. A token purchaser should have 
experience with cryptocurrencies, in particular issued by 
start-up companies, and should be able to understand 
the economic and technical interdependencies of the 
entrepreneurial activities of the Company and the CSQ  
and the impact on the value of the CSQ. 
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No financing through loan 

It is strongly advised against the financing of the purchase 
of CSQs through a loan. The obligations to pay interest and 
amortisation remain even if the purchased CSQs should 
become worthless. 

This White Paper does not replace competent advice 

This White Paper merely gives an overview over the planned 
investment and business activities of the Company, the 
cosquare Platform and the planned CSQ. This White 
Paper does not constitute investment, economic, legal, 
tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other advice, 
and is not intended to provide the sole basis for any 
evaluation of a transaction on acquisition of CSQs. This 
White Paper cannot replace investment, economic, legal, 
tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other advice. 
Prior to the acquisition of CSQs, a token purchaser should 
independently assess any possible risks, seek advice 
with respect to the economic, legal, regulatory and tax 
implications of the purchase of CSQs and should consult 
with his/her own investment, legal, tax, accounting or other 
advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, 
risks and other consequences of a purchase of CSQs. The 
Company does not accept any liability with respect to the 
personal economic goals a token purchaser strives with the 
purchase of CSQs. 

Calculations, forecasts and forward-looking statements 

The information set forth in this White Paper may not 
be exhaustive. The calculations and forecasts in this 
White Paper are essentially based on the experiences 
or assessments of the management of the Company. In 
this respect, this White Paper contains forward-looking 
statements, in particular subjective objectives of the 
future business development, which are associated 
with uncertainties and risks. Opinions, assumptions, 
assessments, (forward-looking) statements or the like 
reflect the current state of perceptions and expectations of 
the Company and constitute only subjective views, beliefs, 
outlooks, estimations or intentions of the Company. These 
perceptions and expectations may contain perception 
errors and errors of assessment and thus prove to be 
incorrect. The calculations were made with care and 
with commercial caution. Nevertheless, it cannot be 
excluded that events or developments, which were not 
taken into account within the calculations and forecasts, 
lead to significant deviations of the actual results of the 
Company and thus possibly to a deterioration in the value 
of the cosquare Platform and the planned CSQ. Opinions, 
assumptions, assessments, (forward-looking) statements 
or the like should not be relied on, are subject to change 
due to a variety of factors, including fluctuating market 
conditions and economic factors, and involve inherent 
risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, many of 
which cannot be predicted or quantified and are beyond 
the control of the Company. Therefore, there can be no 

assurance that the events and developments described 
in this White Paper can be achieved. The token purchaser 
bears the risk of deviating events and developments. 

cosquare AG, cosquare Platform and CSQ 

The Company and the cosquare Platform have limited 
operating history, which makes it hard to evaluate its ability 
to generate revenue through operations. 

The Company may be forced to cease operations for 
some reason. The Company may not successfully develop, 
market and launch the cosquare Platform and the CSQ 
and even if launched the cosquare Platform and the CSQ 
may not be widely adopted, may have limited users, could 
be subject to significant competition and may not be 
successful and not meet the expectations. 

The Company exclusively offers to facilitate mediation 
of services and the handling of payments but is in no way 
responsible for the execution of the facilitated service via 
the cosquare Platform.
 
CSQ purchaser will not have voting rights or the ability to 
influence the Company’s decisions. 

The CSQ is a mere payment token (cryptocurrency) which 
does not substantiate any debt claim against the Company 
and comprises no further rights neither vis-à-vis the 
Company nor third parties, in particular no participation or 
membership rights, no voting rights, no dividend rights, no 
subscription rights, no usage / utility rights and no access 
to services. CSQ does not represent an investment or a 
share in a company. Token purchasers have no claim to any 
benefits. Token purchasers have no right to return acquired 
CSQs to the Company.  

There is no assurance that CSQs retain their value. There 
is no assurance that token purchasers will receive a return 
on or of their investment and are able to sell their CSQs. 
Rather, there is the risk of deterioration in the value and a 
total loss of the investment. 

Prices of tokens like the CSQ are extremely volatile, 
especially over short time horizons, and fluctuations in 
the price, which are to be expected, could materially and 
adversely affect the Company’s business. 

Legal environment with respect to Initial Coin Offerings 
(ICOs) and Token Generating Events (TGEs) in Switzerland

All statements on the legal situation with respect to Token 
Generating Events (TGEs), Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) 
and the sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ) presented in this 
White Paper are limited to Switzerland and Swiss law and 
explicitly do not refer to other countries and jurisdictions 
respectively with possibly deviating regulations. It cannot 
be excluded that according to such other jurisdictions, 
TGEs, ICOs and the sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ) are 
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subject to prior official authorisation, subject to prospectus 
requirements or other restrictions or obligations. TGEs, ICOs 
and the sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ) respectively are 
subject to very complex and evolving legal environment. 
TGEs, ICOs and the sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ) are 
currently not subject to any specific regulation and are 
under current law subject to interpretation. For the time 
being, there are only very limited guidelines and comments 
from authorities on the legal treatment of TGEs, ICOs and 
the sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ) in Switzerland and it is 
possible that authorities and courts will in the  
future have opinions different from those expressed in this 
White Paper.

At the moment, there is no generally accepted classification 
of tokens, neither in Switzerland nor internationally. In its 
guidelines of February 16, 2018, the Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority (hereinafter 'FINMA') set up its own 
approach in classifying the tokens based on the underlying 
economic function. FINMA distinguishes between 
payment, utility and asset tokens. The payment tokens (= 
cryptocurrencies) are tokens which are intended to be used 
as a means of payment for offered goods or services or as a 
means for the transfer of money or value. Cryptocurrencies 
are not coupled with any claim against the issuer. Utility 
tokens are tokens which are intended to provide access 
digitally to an application or service on a blockchain-based 
infrastructure. Asset tokens represent a specific asset or 
claim, such as a debt or equity claim on the issuer. Asset 
tokens promise, for instance, a share in future company 
profits or future capital flows. Therefore, these tokens are, 
based on their economic function, similar to equities, bonds 
or derivatives. Tokens which enable physical assets to be 
traded on the blockchain also fall into this category. There 
is the possibility that utility and asset tokens are combined 
with payment tokens, which then classify as hybrid tokens. 

Restitution and Repayment excluded 

Because CSQ is a pure payment token, restitution of CSQ 
to the Company and repayment of the purchase price by 
the Company are explicitly excluded. Purchasers of CSQ 
must therefore take into account that the money used 
to purchase CSQ might be tied in CSQ and can only be 
changed in fiat currencies or other cryptocurrencies via 
trading systems of third parties, insofar as such trading 
systems are available. Unless a third party is willing to 
acquire CSQ from the purchaser against fiat currencies 
or other cryptocurrencies, the purchaser of CSQ cannot 
sell CSQ and the acquired CSQ might become useless or 
worthless to the purchaser.     

Tradability and value fluctuations 

Tradability of CSQ cannot be guaranteed. Although the 
Company aims that the CSQ will be listed on one or several 
trading systems for trading, it cannot be excluded that 
the Company fails to find one or several trading systems 
which are willing or able to list the CSQ for trading. Even 

if the Company succeeds in listing the CSQ for trading at 
one or several trading systems, it cannot be excluded that 
because of the absence of buyer or seller no trading will 
take place. 

Even if the Company succeeds in listing the CSQ on one 
or more trading systems for trading, it must be expected 
that the trading price and thus the value of the CSQ will be 
subject to substantial short-term fluctuations. Furthermore, 
it cannot be excluded that trading prices and thus the 
value of the CSQ will develop very differently on different 
trading systems. The development of the value of the CSQ 
on trading systems may also be affected massively by the 
development of the value of other cryptocurrencies, such 
as e.g. Bitcoin or Ether, even if the operating business of 
the Company provides no reason or starting point for any 
changes in value. 

The Company does not guarantee that a trading system, in 
which the CSQ is listed, will perform or offer a transparent 
determination of the price or will be in the position to meet 
legal or regulatory requirements. The purchaser of CSQ 
must further consider that the trading of acquired CSQ 
probably will incur costs, which will have to be covered by 
the purchaser and which will further affect the value of the 
purchased or traded CSQ.  

Regulatory risks, no regulatory audit or clearance 

The Company assumes that the CSQ qualifies as a pure 
payment token and that the issuance, sale and purchase 
of CSQ and the payment of services via the cosquare 
Platform with CSQ – in each case performed by non-
excluded third parties – is not subject to regulation and 
not subject to approval by any government agency. 
However, the legal environment of blockchain projects, 
distributed ledger technologies, smart contracts and 
their applications, in particular of TGEs and ICOs and the 
sale of cryptocurrencies (CSQ), is complex, evolving and 
not clearly regulated, neither national nor international. 
Therefore, it cannot be excluded that due to national or 
international regulatory or legal action or by reason of new 
jurisprudence, the issuance, acquisition, management 
(including trade) of or payment for products or services with 
cryptocurrencies is legally qualified differently, prohibited 
in whole or in part or possible only under certain conditions. 
The legal situation, thus, may change. This can lead to 
significant negative effects on the Company’s business 
model and the development of the value of the Company 
and the CSQ, e.g. in the case of a repatriation of CSQ or 
termination of the business operations as the result of an 
official directive and the bankruptcy of the Company and 
to the total loss of the investment. 

Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that third parties, 
who are offering the trading of cryptocurrencies such as 
the CSQ on their platform are prohibited to further offer 
their services as a trading platform in general or without 
an official permit, so that there might not be any trading 
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platforms anymore to trade or exchange the CSQ into other 
cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies. Also, this might result in 
CSQ becoming worthless.  

This White Paper has neither been submitted to any 
authority for examination or clearance nor been reviewed 
or approved by any government agency other than the 
Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). 
Currently, no specific regulations or legal requirements exist 
with respect to the content of this White Paper. Accordingly, 
this White Paper is not composed in accordance with, and is 
not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction, which 
are designed to protect Token Purchasers. The content of 
this White Paper and its structure are solely based on the 
decisions of the management of the Company. 
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Further Risk FactorsC.
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General Remarks 

Any ICO process involves risks that cannot be eliminated. The 

risks described hereinafter should not be considered as all the 

risks that exist. There may be additional risks that are not known 

or considered immaterial at this time, but if they do occur, they 

could have a substantially negative effect on the operation of the 

business, the operating results, or the financial situation of cosquare 

AG (hereinafter the Company) or related companies. The order in 

which the risks are related, should not be interpreted as an index 

that indicates its possibility or that indicates its level of materiality. 

Each Token Purchaser contributes at their own risk. 

Business Risks 

The capital contributed to the ICO is not guaranteed and could 

in an extreme case be entirely lost. The projects financed through 

the funds collected through the ICO are at an early stage of 

development and based on assumptions that could turn out to be 

overly optimistic or unrealistic. There is no way to anticipate with 

certainty the success of the projects and the Company at the time 

of contributing to the ICO. It is also possible that the blockchain and 

the Company’s tokenised ecosystem (cosquare Platform) will not be 

used by many individuals, companies and other entities or that there 

will be limited public interest in the creation and development of the 

cosquare Platform. Such a lack of use or interest could negatively 

impact the development of the cosquare Platform and the potential 

usefulness of the token. 

Operative risks 

 

The Company is a start-up and has just a short operating 

history against which purchasers of the token may consider the 

appropriateness of purchasing the token. 

Many risks and uncertainties affect start-up and early stage 

companies, which often have very limited operating history, 

profits or cash flow. There can be no assurance of the success of 

such enterprises. Their potential must be considered in light of 

the problems, expenses, difficulties, complications and delays 

frequently encountered in connection with new or developing 

businesses, including technology risks, unproven business models, 

untested plans, uncertain market acceptance, competition and lack 

of revenues and financing. 

The technological fields and markets that many start-up and early 

stage companies address have undergone and are expected 

to continue to undergo rapid and significant change. Rapid 

technological developments may result in the technology of 

companies becoming obsolete, uneconomical or uncompetitive 

before any commercial success or financial return can be achieved. 

Numerous other risks may affect developing companies and 

ventures, including risks that products or services will be found to 

be ineffective, unreliable, unsafe or uncompetitive and risks that 

such companies' technologies, products or service will not achieve 

market acceptance or penetration. Market acceptance of new 

products, services or technologies depend on many factors and 

uncertainties and cannot be assured.

In a start-up business, the loss or disability of a key person(s) can 

result in significant financial hardship, in some cases the failure 

of the company. More than other businesses, start-ups are highly 

dependent on the skills and contributions of very few key employees. 

Any projections, forecasts, plans or other forward-looking 

statements are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties, changing 

circumstances and other factors that could cause actual results, 

performance, plans, prospects, operations and opportunities to 

differ materially from any forward-looking statements, including 

competition, inability to identify and do business with appropriate 

customers, existing and future law and regulations, liabilities under 

the securities laws, inability to hire, retain or qualify sufficient 

management and staff, general economic conditions, rapid 

technological change, cost overruns, delays in bringing products 

or services to market, marketing failures, difficulty in penetrating 

markets, delays or failures in developing anticipated capabilities, 

products or services, failure to obtain necessary regulatory 

approvals, insufficient funding, lack of availability of capital, rates 

of economic growth, levels of consumer and business spending, 

conditions in the technology and financial industries, dependence 

on strategic partners and business relationships, unproven business 

models, adverse developments affecting customers and end-users, 

fluctuations in securities markets and valuations, limited marketing, 

expansion risks, losses and costs, uncertain revenues and 

profitability, conditions in particular industries, accounting problems, 

costs, delays and liabilities arising from legal proceedings, failure to 

obtain and maintain intellectual property or proprietary rights and 

management failures. 

 

Lack of financing of the Company 

The Company as a young company depends on generating 

adequate funding for the development and expansion of the 

business (including the maintenance of an infrastructure for using 

the token). Should the Company not be successful in generating 

adequate funding, e.g. in the event of failure of the ICO, there is 

a risk that the Company cannot develop and expand its business 

operations as planned and as the case may be has to wholly or 

partly cease its business operations or even declare itself insolvent. 

Such a development could have a lasting negative effect on the 

usability or intrinsic value of the token until they become useless 

or worthless. 

Regulatory and Legal Risks 

Reference is made to the information in the Legal Disclaimer  

section above. 

The token is not being structured or sold as securities or any other 

form of investment product. Accordingly, none of the information 

presented in this White Paper is intended to form the basis for 

any investment decision, and no specific recommendations 

are intended. The Company expressly disclaims any and all 

responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of  

any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from:

● reliance on any information contained in this White Paper;

● any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information; or
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● any action resulting from such information. 

The regulation of ICOs is in development and at different stages 

of maturity in different markets. Further regulatory developments 

are expected to take place during 2018. In this dynamic regulatory 

environment, the Company does every effort to comply with known 

regulations, to anticipate regulatory trends, and to promote an ICO 

practice that grants best possible consumers'/ Token Purchasers' 

protection, accordingly. There is a risk that the regulation may 

develop in a way unfavourable to ICO and ICO participants. By 

no means are Token Purchasers protected in their contributions to 

a level comparable to when investing in fully regulated financial 

products. This risk is amplified in the case of international Token 

Purchasers and due to the significant differing status of ICO 

regulations internationally. 

It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including, but not 

limited to, an unfavorable fluctuation in the value of Bitcoin, Ether, or 

other cryptocurrencies, decrease in token’s utility (including its utility 

for obtaining services), the failure of commercial relationships, or 

intellectual property ownership challenges, the cosquare Platform 

may no longer be viable to operate and the Company may dissolve. 

It could be, as a way of illustration, that regulatory actions could 

negatively impact the cosquare Platform and the token through a 

determination that the token is a regulated financial instrument that 

requires registration or licensing. The cosquare Platform may cease 

operations in a jurisdiction, or undergo significant redefinitions, if 

such regulatory actions make it commercially undesirable to obtain 

the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. 

Token Purchasers are obliged to identify themselves prior to 

purchasing the token in accordance with the anti-money laundering 

regulations and regulations on the financing of terrorism and 

on tax evasion and to this end to disclose its personal data to 

the Company. Token Purchasers of the token should anticipate 

that the company may be compelled to disclose such personal 

data collected to competent authorities, because of national or 

international official or statutory measures. 

Financial Risks 

In a first phase, the token is intended to be used solely on the 

cosquare Platform and the Company does not support or otherwise 

facilitate any secondary trading or external valuation of it. This 

restricts the contemplated avenues for using the token to obtain 

Services or access the cosquare Platform, and could therefore 

create illiquidity risk for the token holders. When secondary trading 

of the token is facilitated by third party exchanges, such exchanges 

may be relatively new and subject to little or no regulatory oversight, 

making them more susceptible to market-related risks.  

Furthermore, to the extent that third-parties do ascribe an external 

exchange value to the token, such value may be extremely volatile 

(as evidenced by price fluctuations in other crypto assets) and 

diminish to zero. It is also possible that no secondary exchange 

develops for the token or that the terms of exchange turn out to 

be extremely negative for the token holders. Then, the trading of 

the token or their exchange into national currencies (fiat) may be 

subject to limitations. Finally, unlike bank accounts or accounts at 

some other financial institutions, the token is uninsured unless the 

holder specifically obtains private insurance to insure it. Thus, in 

the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public or private 

insurance arranged by us, to offer recourse to the holder. 

Technological/ Security Risks 

The Token Purchaser bears the entire responsibility regarding the 

secure storage of the private key (necessary to access and use the 

token). The loss or theft of the private key means loss of the token. 

The distributed ledger or blockchain technology that underpins 

the token is still largely untested. There may be flaws in the code or 

programs that are used to create, transfer or store the tokens. Token 

Purchasers may not be able to access or control their tokens, or the 

tokens may be stolen, e.g., in case of a hack. More generally, the 

technology may not function quickly and securely, e.g. during 

peaks of activity. 

Because the token and the cosquare Platform are based on the 

Ethereum protocol, any malfunction, breakdown or abandonment 

of the Ethereum protocol may have a material adverse effect on the 

cosquare Platform or token. Moreover, advances in cryptography, 

or technical advances such as the development of quantum 

computing, could present risks to the token and the cosquare 

Platform, including the utility of the token for obtaining services, by 

rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that 

underpins the Ethereum protocol. 

The smart contract system has been, on a reasonable effort basis, 

audited and approved by technical experts. The technical experts 

have confirmed that the smart contract system has, with regard to 

both accuracy and security, been programmed according to the 

current state of the art. However, the Token Purchaser understands 

and accepts that smart contract technology is still in an early 

development stage and its application of experimental nature 

which carries significant operational, technological, financial, 

regulatory and reputational risks. Accordingly, the Token Purchaser 

understands and accepts that the audit does not amount to any 

form of warranty, including direct or indirect warranties that the 

smart contract system is fit for a particular purpose or does not 

contain any weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs which could cause, 

inter alia, the complete loss of tokens. 

As with other decentralised cryptographic tokens based on the 

Ethereum protocol, the tokens are susceptible to attacks by miners 

during validating token transactions on the Ethereum blockchain, 

including, but not limited, to double-spend attacks, majority 

mining power attacks, and selfish-mining attacks. Hackers or other 

malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with the 

cosquare Platform or token in a variety of ways, including, but not 

limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-

based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Any successful 

attacks present a risk to the cosquare Platform and token, including, 

but not limited to, accurate execution and recording of transactions 

involving the token. 

It is possible that alternative platforms could be established that 

utilise the same open source code and protocol underlying the 

cosquare Platform and attempt to facilitate services that are 
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materially similar to the Services. The cosquare Platform may 

compete with these alternative platforms, which could negatively 

impact the cosquare Platform and the token, including the token’s 

use for obtaining Services. 

The cosquare Platform is still under development and may undergo 

significant changes over time. We may have to make changes 

to the specifications of the token or the cosquare Platform for 

any number of legitimate reasons. This could create the risk 

that the token or the cosquare Platform, as further developed 

and maintained, may not meet your expectations at the time of 

acquiring the token. Furthermore, despite our good faith efforts to 

develop and maintain the cosquare Platform, it is still possible that 

the cosquare Platform will experience malfunctions or otherwise 

fail to be adequately developed or maintained, which may 

negatively impact the cosquare Platform and the potential use of 

the token, including its utility for obtaining services. 

Tax Risks 

The tax characterisation of tokens is under development in 

different jurisdictions and may vary even within jurisdiction. Token 

Purchasers and token holders must seek their own tax advice in the 

relevant jurisdictions in connection with acquiring tokens, which 

may result in adverse tax consequences, including withholding 

taxes, income taxes and tax reporting requirements. 

The possibility should not be excluded therefore that transactions 

with cryptocurrencies both with the Company and with buyers lead 

to tax burdens that put a strain on the operational activities of the 

company or the usability or intrinsic value of purchased token until 

they become useless or worthless. 

Other Risks 

Because the token confers no governance rights of any kind 

with respect to the cosquare Platform, all decisions involving 

the cosquare Platform will be made by the Company at its sole 

discretion, including, but not limited to, decisions to discontinue 

the cosquare Platform, to offer more tokens for use in the cosquare 

Platform, or to liquidate the Company. These decisions could 

adversely affect the cosquare Platform and the usability of the 

token, including the token’s usability as a means of payment for 

obtaining services. 

Each of the risks represented can have lasting negative effects 

on the usability and intrinsic value of the token in its own right. 

The possibility is not excluded of several risks simultaneously 

materialising, mutually triggering or reinforcing each other 

and thus further increasing the lasting negative effects. Both 

the materialisation of individual risks and the materialisation 

of cumulative risks can lead to the complete uselessness or 

worthlessness of the token.
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